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EVENT-BY-EVENT CLUSTER ANALYSISOF FINAL STATES FROM HEAVY ION COLLISIONSK. Fiaªkowski and R. WitM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Krakó w, Polande-mail: uffialko�thris.if.uj.edu.ple-mail: wit�thris.if.uj.edu.pl(Reeived May 7, 1999)We present an event-by-event analysis of the luster struture of �nalmultihadron states resulting from heavy ion ollisions. A omparison ofexperimental data with the states obtained from Monte Carlo generatorsis shown. The analysis of the �rst available experimental events suggeststhat the method is suitable for seleting some di�erent types of events.PACS numbers: 25.70.�z 1. IntrodutionIn many senarios of heavy ion ollisions, suh as Quark Gluon Plasma(QGP)[1℄ or Disoriented Chiral Condensate (DCC) [2℄ formation, one ex-pets an appearane of groups of partiles, whih di�er somehow from themajority of produed hadrons. In partiular, suh groups are often hara-terized by small momenta in the rest frame of the group forming a sort of aluster. Therefore it seems to be interesting to develop proedures lookingfor lusters in single events.We analyze the luster struture of events resulting from the heavy ionollisions and from the Monte Carlo (MC) generators. In partiular, weinvestigate, for single events, the dependene of the multipliity distributionsof harged hadrons in lusters on the parameter de�ning a luster size. Theproedure is presented in next setion. We employ the luster de�nition usedin the proedure implementing the Bose�Einstein (BE) e�et in MC [3℄. Weonsider only lusters ontaining at least two hadrons and investigate theaverage multipliity and the seond normalized fatorial moment, de�ningthem with �two subtrated�, i.e. n� 2, and~F2 = (n� 2)(n� 3)(n� 2)2 : (1)(2759)



2760 K. Fiaªkowski, R. WitThis hoie of moments is motivated by three fats. First, in our pro-edure eah luster ontains by de�nition at least one hadron. Seond, theperentage of �one hadron lusters� is not expeted to obey any smooth mul-tipliity distribution (e.g. due to the ontributions of �leading partiles�).Therefore only the distribution for n � 2 may be expeted to follow fromsome smooth formula. Moreover, if we onsider the limit for ~F2 at n�2! 0for Negative Binomial Distribution in n� 2 with di�erent values of the pa-rameter k, we �nd it is �nite and depends on k. Thus, in priniple, ourhoie of moments allows to investigate the luster struture in the limit ofvery small lusters, where other de�nitions lead to divergenies or to resultsindependent of the shape of the distribution.In this note we work in a two-dimensional momentum spae (���) to beable to use the available experimental data of the KLM ollaboration [4℄. Inpriniple, however, the data with full measurement of momenta are preferred,as they should allow to identify lusters better suited for the analysis of QGPor DCC signals.In the next setion we present in more detail our proedure and the formin whih the data are presented. We disuss also some modi�ations andgeneralizations of our approah. In the third setion we ompare the resultsof our analysis for the real- and MC-generated events. The last setionontains onlusions and outlook.2. Clustering proedureTo start the lustering proedure we have to de�ne the distane in themomentum spae. Sine in the data set [4℄ only the pseudorapidity � andthe azimuthal angle � are given, we used2 = (��)2 + (��)2 (2)as a distane measure. An introdution of di�erent oe�ients in front of thetwo terms in this de�nition (with their ratio between 0.5 and 2.0) does nothange signi�antly the �nal results. Obviously, for data with full momentameasurement we would use some other measures, e.g. three momentum orfour momentum di�erene squared.In our proedure originally eah partile is onsidered as a single luster.We �x the value of a �luster size parameter� " and perform the lusteringproedure for all pairs of partiles. The partile is assigned to a given lusterif its distane d2 to at least one partile from this luster is smaller than ".Obviously for very small " values we have very few (or no) lusters with atleast two partiles. On the other hand, for large " values almost all partilesmust fall into a single large luster.



Event-by-Event Cluster Analysis of Final States from : : : 2761Our proedure is di�erent from the lustering proedure applied in [4℄.We do not de�ne the �global luster size� in the (� � �) spae but onsideronly distanes between partiles. Moreover, the results are analyzed di�er-ently. In Ref. [4℄ one asks what is the perentage of partiles in lusters; weinvestigate the multipliity distribution of partiles in di�erent lusters forsingle events. The results are signi�ant if we have a su�iently large num-ber of lusters (with at least two partiles). This limits the possible range of" values, whih must be neither too small nor too large. Thus our analysis isin fat omplementary to the �intermitteny analysis� performed in Ref. [4℄,where only very small bins in momentum spae are relevant (orrespondingto small " values). At the lower end of our range most of the lusters ontainjust two partiles; at the higher one, as we shall see, there are typially a fewtens of partiles in a luster. To haraterize the mulipliity distribution wealulate for eah event the average multipliity of a luster and the seondsaled fatorial moment, as de�ned in the Introdution.3. Results: omparison of MC with dataWe performed the lustering proedure for the four KLM events pre-sented in Ref. [4℄ and for the events obtained from the VENUS generator[5℄. In addition we use the �random events� of similar multipliities obtainedwith a uniform random generation of (�; �) points (SERENE events). Theresults are shown for the range of " values for whih there are at least 40lusters (with more than one partile) in the event. We heked that theresults do not depend on the order in whih the data are read in, as expeted.The average luster multipliity (or, to be more preise, its exess overthe minimal value of 2) inreases monotonially with ". It is interesting tonote that the value of " for whih the inrease beomes faster than linearis the same as a value for whih the number of lusters with at least twopartiles starts to derease (for smaller " the derease resulting from joiningsmall lusters into the large ones is ompensated by formation of small lus-ters from single partiles). As shown in Fig. 1a), the inrease is faster forevents with larger global multipliity N . Two lower data sets orrespond toN = 742 and N = 743, and the two higher ones to N = 926 and N = 986,respetively. If the distane " is saled by the average distane "0 betweenneighbouring partiles (inversely proportional to N, "0 ' 12�=N), di�erenesbetween events disappear as shown in Fig. 1b).In the MC generated events a similar inrease ours. The orrespondingplots (not presented here) show no lear di�erenes between the experimentaland VENUS events, although the latter ones have typially higher globalmultipliities resulting in higher average multipliities of lusters. In randomevents there seems to be a larger spread of data points for �xed globalmultipliity, but again no lear di�erene shows up.
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Fig. 1. The average hadron multipliity of a luster n� 2 (for lusters with at leasttwo partiles) as a funtion of a)the parameter " de�ning the maximal distanein the (� � �) spae, for whih two partiles are joined into a luster, b)the sameparameter saled by "0 = 12�=N . Data are taken from Ref. [4℄. Four kinds ofsymbols orrespond to four di�erent events.On the other hand the analysis of the seond saled fatorial moment asa funtion of average multipliity shows a striking di�erentiation of events.For small n � 2 (below 4) it rises irregularly to the values of a few units.Then in all the VENUS events we see a muh faster rise to the values ofabout 30�40 as shown in Fig. 2. For transpareny only �ve out of twentyanalyzed events are shown.

Fig. 2. The seond saled fatorial moment (Eq. (1)) as a funtion of averagemultipliity n�2 for the events obtained from the VENUS generator. Eah symbolorresponds to one event.



Event-by-Event Cluster Analysis of Final States from : : : 2763In the random events the rise is muh slower (Fig. 3), although we se-leted multipliities orresponding to the maximal multipliity of the VENUSevents. Out of four KLM events two seem to follow the �VENUS pattern�and two look like �SERENE events�, as seen in Fig. 4.
Fig. 3. The seond saled fatorial moment as a funtion of average multipliityn � 2 for the events obtained from a uniform random numbers generator. Eahsymbol orresponds to one event.

Fig. 4. The seond saled fatorial moment as a funtion of average multipliityn� 2 for the KLM events. Eah symbol orresponds to one event.The irregularity of ~F2 for small n�2 shows that for the events with globalmultipliity of the order of 103 we annot draw any signi�ant onlusionsabout the limit n � 2 ! 0. Our hoie of the de�nition of ~F2 �with 2subtrated� (1) is found a posteriori not too relevant. However, the situationmay be di�erent at higher multipliities expeted at RHIC energies.One should stress that large values of ~F2 signal large �utuations ofthe luster multipliities (as ompared to the average value). The violent



2764 K. Fiaªkowski, R. Witgrowth observed in VENUS events suggests an ourrene of one or a fewlusters with multipliity of the order of 100 when the average is lose to 10.Apparently this does not our in the randomly sampled events and onlytwo out of four KLM events show suh behaviour. It is interesting to notethat these two events are the same whih show fast �intermittent� rise ofthe saled fatorial moments in small bins of the phase-spae; this rise wasinterpreted as a manifestation of �strong dynamial orrelations� [4℄.It is, in fat, rather surprising that the same events seem to be �speial�in the limit of very small bins (�intermitteny analysis�) and for a quite largeaverage luster size in our analysis.Even more surprising is the fat that in our analysis all the �VENUSevents� look like �speial� KLM events. It may be so that �xing the parame-ters of the VENUS generator by �tting the averages over many experimentalevents indues suh luster struture in all single events, whereas the dataare more di�erentiated. It will be really interesting to repeat this analysison a muh larger sample of events (both experimental and MC generated)and for other hoies of variables and lustering proedures.4. Conlusions and outlookWe have applied a simple luster analysis to single events of heavy ion ol-lisions, both experimentally and MC generated. Analyzing the multipliitydistributions of harged hadrons in lusters we found two di�erent patternsof behaviour already in the �rst four published experimental events. Onthe ontrary, all the VENUS generated events follow one pattern. Thus thereasonable agreement of MC desription with the inlusive features of data(obtained by averaging over many events) does not apply for single events.We onlude that the luster analysis of single events may allow to seletspeial lasses of events signalling, e.g., the formation of some exoti states(QGP, DCC). Obviously our results present only a preliminary evidene;similar analysis should be performed using di�erent variables. In partiular,data with full momentum measurements and partile identi�ation shouldbe ompared with the MC results. Di�erent lustering proedures shouldalso be introdued. The results may help to improve our understanding ofmultiple prodution in heavy ion ollisions.B. Wosiek kindly provided the data published in Ref. [4℄ and the �VENUSdata� in a ready-to-analyze form. Tehnial assistane by M. Wit is aknowl-edged. We thank A. Biaªas for some useful remarks. The �nanial supportof KBN grants # 2 P03B 086 14 and # 2 P03B 010 15 is gratefully a-knowledged. One of us (RW) is grateful for a partial �nanial support bythe KBN grant # 2 P03B 044 12 and the other one (KF) for the support ofFNP (subsydium FNP1/99 granted to A. Biaªas).
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